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The Shining is a horror novel by American author Stephen King.Published in 1977, it is King's third published
novel and first hardback bestseller: the success of the book firmly established King as a preeminent author in
the horror genre.
The Shining (novel) - Wikipedia
The Shining is a 1980 horror film produced and directed by Stanley Kubrick and co-written with novelist Diane
Johnson.The film is based on Stephen King's 1977 novel of the same name.. The Shining is about Jack
Torrance (Jack Nicholson), an aspiring writer and recovering alcoholic, who accepts a position as the
off-season caretaker of the isolated historic Overlook Hotel in the Colorado Rockies.
The Shining (film) - Wikipedia
ASP.NET MVC Framework Unleashed [Stephen Walther] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. In this book, world-renowned ASP.NET expert and member of the Microsoft ASP.NET team Stephen
Walther shows experienced developers how to use Microsoftâ€™s new ASP.NET MVC Framework to build
web applications that are more powerful
ASP.NET MVC Framework Unleashed: Stephen Walther
Shining (im Original: The Shining; Arbeitstitel: Darkshine, spÃ¤ter The Shine) ist der Titel eines Romans von
Stephen King, der im Jahre 1977 durch den Doubleday-Verlag publiziert wurde.Die Ãœbersetzung von Harro
Christensen verÃ¶ffentlichte der Bastei-LÃ¼bbe-Verlag im Jahre 1980.
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